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JAXSON
DINNERWARE
Set a jaw dropping table with the bold, artful drips and 
splatters of 24kt gold across our 5 round plates and bowls. 
The small plates and bowls share the same drip design made to 
pair up with the large splatters on the medium and large plates 
and serving bowl. Mix the small plates and bowls with Roman 
Antique, Edgey, Ruffle or the new Icey patterns for endless 
combinations of creativity…and dramatic photo opps!
Small plate  7½"   JX102G  $67 MSRP

Small bowl  7½"   JX103G  $67 MSRP

Dinner plate  9½"   JX106G  $88 MSRP 

Large plate  11¾"   JX109G  $99 MSRP

Serving bowl  12½"   JX110G  $105 MSRP
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Fresh off the monumental 35th year in business, Annie Morhauser 
and her team of artisans are enjoying a renewed sense of pride in their 
handcrafted process at the Annieglass studio on California’s Monterey 
Bay. Fall 2019 designs unleash a powerhouse of artistic expression with 
Jaxson and modern updates on holiday classics with Fir and Nordic 
Tree. Line extensions of the best selling Ruffle, Roman Antique and 
the newly released Icey round out offerings for entertaining and gift 
giving. Every piece is proudly hand engraved with the studio signature.
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ICEY
SERVING BOWL & PLATE
A shallow serving bowl and a round serving plate compliment the 
recently released dinnerware trio. The icy looking edge gives the 
clear glass unexpected texture and a modern appeal. Mixes well 
with Salt and Edgey patterns. Annie tried her best to make it look 
like melting ice—we think it does!
Large plate  11¾"   IC109  $74 MSRP

Serving bowl  12½"   IC110  $80 MSRP

Small plate  7½"   IC102  $55 MSRP

Small bowl  7½"   IC103  $55 MSRP 

Medium plate  9½"   IC106  $63 MSRP 
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ROMAN ANTIQUE
ROUND PARTY PLATTER
Back by popular demand in time for fall entertaining and holiday parties, our 20" party platter makes 
anything it holds twice as beautiful. Use as a tray for drinks, Instagram-able birthday or wedding cake server,
or loaded with appies for cocktail hour. Available in 24kt gold or platinum.
Round party platter  20"   G/P114  $294 MSRP
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Celebrate!
RUFFLE 
SQUARE CAKE STAND
It’s not just for cake! This lovely addition to our ever-popular 
Ruffle pattern is a one of a kind beauty, sure to brighten any size 
party. Tea time, birthdays, cocktails and get togethers will be even 
more special with this versatile pedestal stand. We recommend 
it for a sumptuous cheese platter…and cake too, of course! 
Available in 24k gold or platinum, 11½" square and 4" high
Square cake stand  11½"    G/P239  $263 MSRP
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It's not just for cake!
Make any gathering 
special.

Gather



FIR
DINNERWARE
Shimmering pine needles dance around the rims of our two round plates 
decorated in rich 24kt gold. No other decoration brings more warmth to the 
table than Annieglass gold. Sure to please any style or taste, the Fir pattern is 
gorgeous on its own or mixed with your favorite Annieglass pattern or family 
heirloom. Perfect for both casual and formal holiday gatherings.
Salad plate  8½"  FR102G  $76 MSRP              Charger  12"  FR109G  $97  MSRP 
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Sparkle

NORDIC TREE
TRAYS
An evergreen like no other! Modern line drawings of green Nordic trees on clear glass update 
this year’s holiday gift giving and entertaining. Two sizes make these sweet tree shaped trays 
just right for cookies, candy and so much more. Won’t Santa be pleased with a Nordic Tree 
cookie tray on Christmas Eve?
Large tray  15½ x 11"   NT100GR  $84 MSRP        Medium tray  11½ x 8"   NT101GR  $72 MSRP 

Filled with cookies 
or candies, a treat 
for the holidays!
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